STUDENT EDITORIAL POSITIONS
2019-2019

Student Editorial Positions1
A) Student Editorial Board: Senior Editors (3), Associate Editors (3) (Applications Over)
B) Blog Editors: Senior Editor (1) Editor (1) (Applications will be opening in October)

1 More

positions would be added in the future. Currently the Journal is seeking applications for 6 positions
in total.

A) Student Editorial Board
1. Senior Student Editor (3 places)
Description
Senior Editors are primarily responsible3 for ensuring the content of the article, as well as its
citations, are in conformity with Bluebook Citation Format. In addition to fixing grammatical,
punctuation, and spelling errors, Senior Editors also format each article. They are also
responsible for overseeing sentence and language construction errors in the articles.
Requirements
a) No restrictions on the applicant’s year of study. 4th and 5th year Law students as well as
Postgraduate Law students will be given priority. Students having a keen interest and
knowledge in Sports Law will be given preference.
b) Must demonstrate the ability to work in a team.
c) It is strongly advised that applicants are familiar with legal writing, especially Bluebook form of
citation.
d) Familiarity with legal databases (e.g. Westlaw, LexisNexis and Hein Online) is favorable.
e) Experience working on law journals/reviews or similar experience is favorable.

2. Associate Student Editor (3 places) Description
Associate Editors primarily focus on pulling each source that corresponds to each footnote
during the editorial process. They review, check, and confirm citations for technical and
substantive accuracy.
Associate Editors work closely with the Editorial Board, Senior Editors and the Managing Editor
of the JSLPG to edit and produce the journal. Typically this will involve proofreading articles,
checking footnotes, and verifying all sources cited by the authors. Student Editors gain valuable
experience in high-level academic writing in law and develop excellent analytical and legal skills.
They also get the opportunity to work with the Academic editors and other law students in the
production of an academic publication.
Requirements
a) No restrictions on the applicant’s year of study. Junior Undergraduate students pursuing Law
will be preferred. (First Year UG Law Students would not be allowed)
b) Must demonstrate the ability to work in a team.
c) It is advised that applicants are familiar with legal writing, especially Bluebook form of citation.
d) Familiarity with legal databases (e.g. Westlaw, LexisNexis and Hein Online) is favorable.
3 Additional

responsibilities in excess to the listed ones may be given to Senior Editors at the discretion of
the Organizing Board in consultation with the Executive Board, Editorial Board, Managing Editor and the
Hon’ble Vice-Chancellor of the National Law University and Judicial Academy.

B) Blog Editors (Applications open in October)
1. Senior Editor (1 place)
2. Editor (1 place)
Description
This year from October, the JSLPG will concurrently run a blog site which aims to post relevant
legal issues and articles in areas of interests to the Sports Law Community and Sports Law
students. The blog editors will be responsible for overlooking submissions to the blog. Aside
from editing for grammar, spelling and general mistakes, the editors must also perform basic
fact checking and source pulling in articles to ensure they are of the best quality.
Requirements
a) Must be a 3rd, 4th or 5th year B.A. LLB. or LLB or LLM or Masters Students. PhD candidates
are also welcome to apply. Postgraduate Law students will be given preference.
b) Must demonstrate the ability to work in a team.
c) It is advised that applicants have previous experience writing or editing posts on the Internet,
such as Articles, Blog Posts, or Opinion-Editorials.
d) It is advised that applicants have experience with web design.

